Empowering the Community in Prioritizing their own Safety and Wellness

1,434 Calls Regarding Covid Management & Services

Drop Off/Pick-Up of Covid-19 Samples
Quarantine Case Management
Leaving Quarantine
Entering Quarantine
Escorts to/from Quarantine

Collaborating and supporting our community to focus on the health, safety and wellness of each other.

Training & Professional Development Attended

- Annual In-Service
- First Aid & CPR
- COBWEB Bike Patrol
- Field Training Certification
- Conducting Background Investigations
- Officer in Charge Training
- Suicide Risk in LGBTQ+ Youth
- Crowd Incident Management
- Diversity Awareness
- OSHA Train The Trainer for Conducting Qualitative Fit Testing of N95 Type filtering face piece
Community Engagement
Babson's Community Resource Dog

Thanks to a partnership between SGA and Public Safety, Roger will respond to emotional, mental, and physical health emergencies and serve as a calming influencer.

Some of Roger's Notable Accomplishments

- Attended a caravan with the MA State Police to support a young girl who is battling cancer.
- Participated in the Needham and Walpole junior police academies.
- Attended 3 days of graduations and the graduate school year end celebration.
- Birthday visits for students who are homesick.
- Took part in 4 student FME projects associated with dogs or pet products.

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion

Public Safety is continuing to embrace organizational transformation and integrating Diversity, Equity and Inclusion into everything we do from recruitment, hiring, promotions and professional development.

Did You Know?

- Public Safety is one of the most diverse departments across the College.
- Public Safety is creating a Community Task Force to have open conversations and solution building between students, faculty & staff so we can better understand expectations of the communities we serve and build more trust and legitimacy.